Press Release

Swiss Payment Forum: The Platform for Swiss Opinion
Leaders and Specialists Concerning Payment

Swiss Payment Forum discusses changes and challenges in payment
Kreuzlingen, September 27, 2017 - Today innovations through digitization are a part of everyone’s
everyday world. It is no surprise that these developments do not omit the payment sector and that
mobile payment is one of the most important financial trends of the present. Various new payment
methods become technologically realisable, however there is no final decision made yet whether we
will pay with our mobile phone, our smartwatch, our fingerprint or with a wink in the future.
Mobile payment in Switzerland and in other European countries equals a patchwork rug. Already
distributed systems like Yapital or mpass in Germany vanish, however new providers move up.
Despite various setbacks, the digitization trend within the payment sector does not run out of steam
and new technologies, for example blockchain, give a fresh impetus. In Switzerland PSD2 is an
omnipresent and a much-discussed topic. In the EU-countries everyone works at the implementation
of the regulations of PSD2, whereas Switzerland takes a different approach and develops marketconform solutions. One way or another the financial sector faces new rules and new takers.
Exactly those topics will be discussed by speakers and participants at the 6th Swiss Payment Forum in
Zurich in November. Highlights of the annual conference are among others an overview about the
most important payment trends in Switzerland, the effects of biometry on digital payment, the
implication of PSD2 for merchants and banks, Value Added Services as a mean to escape the price
spiral and the potential of blockchain as a game changer not only in the financial sector.
For further information on the Swiss Payment Forum, visit
http://www.swisspaymentforum.ch/en/agenda
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